Abstract. We discuss how the fractional Dehn twist coefficient behaves under a fully ramified branched covering of an open book, and give applications to both topological and contact 3-manifolds. Among them, we show that non-right-veering closed braids represent virtually loose transverse links.
Introduction
Let S be an oriented compact surface with nonempty boundary and MCG(S) be the mapping class group. For a connected boundary component C of S, the fractional Dehn twist coefficient with respect to C (FDTC, in short) is a map c(−, C) : MCG(S) → Q which quantitates twists of the mapping classes along C (see [8] for the definition).
Although the FDTC has very simple geometric meaning, it plays a fundamental role in the study of (contact) 3-manifolds. Here we give an incomplete list of properties of the FDTC that are relevant to this paper and demonstrate usefulness of the FDTC. Let (S, φ) be an open book and (M (S,φ) , ξ (S,φ) ) be the compatible contact 3-manifold. For simplicity we assume that ∂S is connected and denote c(φ) := c(φ, ∂S).
• [8] If c(φ) < 0 then ξ (S,φ) is overtwisted.
• [9] If c(φ) ≥ 1 and φ is pseudo-Anosov, ξ (S,φ) is a perturbation of a co-oriented taut foliation of M (S,φ) . Hence, it is universally tight and symplectically fillable.
• [3] If c(φ) = k/p and φ is pseudo-Anosov such that k ≥ 2 and p is the number of prongs at the boundary, then ξ (S,φ) is universally tight.
• [12] If |c(φ)| ≥ 1 then M (S,φ) is hyperbolic (Seifert fibered, toroidal) if and only if φ is pseudo-Anosov (periodic, reducible).
• [11] |c(φ)| gives rise to an estimate of the rank of the reduced Heegaard Floer homology of M (S,φ) .
• [12] The FDTC of a closed braid gives an lower bound of the genus of the closed braid.
• [4] The FDTC of a classical braid [14] is a certain slope of the homogenization of the Υ-invariant from Heegaard Floer homology theory [18] .
The aim of this paper is to study behavior of the FDTC under branched coverings. For a closed braid L in an open book (S, φ) we introduce a branched covering π : ( S, φ) → (S, φ) of the open book, branched along L. In light of Giroux correspondence, this yields a contact branched covering (M ( S, φ) , ξ ( S, φ) ) → (M (S,φ) , ξ (S,φ) ) of the corresponding contact 3-manifold, branched along the transverse link represented by L.
Here is the main result where the relation of the FDTCs of φ, L and L is given under the assumption of fully ramified (Definition 4.1): Theorem 4.2. Assume that a branched covering π : ( S, P ) → (S, P ) is fully ramified and χ( S) < 0. Suppose that ( S, φ) is a branched covering of (S, φ) along L. Let L be the lift of L. For a boundary component C of S let C be a connected component of the preimage π −1 (C). Let d(π, C) denote the degree of the covering π| C : C → C. Then we have c( φ, C) = c( φ, L, C) = c(φ, L, C)/d(π, C).
The unexpected first equality is turned out to be a consequence of fully ramified assumption. Theorem 4.2 has numerous applications to both topological 3-manifolds and contact 3-manifolds. The following corollary states that the geometric type of the compliment of branch locus is carried over to the branched cover.
Corollary 5.1. Let ( S, φ) be a fully ramified d-fold branched covering of (S, φ) branched along a closed braid L with χ( S) < 0. Assume that (a) both ∂S and ∂ S are connected and |c(φ,
If L is Seifert-fibered (resp. toroidal, hyperbolic) then M ( S, φ) is Seifert-fibered (resp. toroidal, hyperbolic).
Among the applications to contact geometry the following corollary relates right-veering braids and universally non-loose transverse links:
Corollary 5.7. Let T be a transverse link in a contact 3-manifold (M, ξ). If T is universally non-loose then every closed braid representative of T with respect to every open book decomposition of (M, ξ) is right-veering.
Although tight contact 3-manifolds are supported by right-veering open books [8] , non-loose transverse links are not necessarily represented by right-veering braids. In [13] a new property of closed braids called quasi-right-veering is introduced and it is shown that quasi-right-veering property characterizes non-loose transverse links. This poses a natural question: What is the property of transverse links that corresponds to right-veering-ness of closed braids? Corollary 5.7 suggests the answer would be "universally non-loose" (see Question 5.8).
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Preliminaries
In this section we briefly review the definition of the FDTC for closed braids in open books. For detail we refer the reader to [13] .
Let S = S g,d be an oriented compact surface with genus g and d boundary components. Throughout the paper we assume that d > 0. Let P = {p 1 , . . . , p n } be a (possibly empty) set of n distinct interior points of S. We denote by Diff + (S, P, ∂S) (or, Diff + (S, ∂S) if P is empty) the group of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of S that fix P setwise and ∂S pointwise. Let MCG(S, P ) (denoted by MCG(S) if P is empty) be the mapping class group of the punctured surface S \ P , which is the group of isotopy classes of Diff + (S, P, ∂S).
In the following discussion we distinguish a diffeomorphism and its mapping class. By "abstract open book " we mean a pair (S, ϕ) of surface S and diffeomorphism ϕ ∈ Diff + (S, ∂S), and by "open book " we mean a pair (S, φ) of surface S and mapping class φ ∈ MCG(S).
Given an abstract open book (S, ϕ) we define a contact 3-manifold (M (S,ϕ) , ξ (S,ϕ) ) as a quotient space:
Let Q : S × [0, 1] → M (S,ϕ) denote the quotient map. We call B := Q(∂S × {t}) the binding and S t := Q(S × {t}) a page. Let pr : S × [0, 1] → S; (x, t) → x be a projection map and define
Let ξ (S,ϕ) be a contact structure on M (S,ϕ) obtained by Thurston and Winkelnkemper's construction [19] , which is supported by the abstract open book. That is, there exists a contact form α such that ξ = ker α, dα is a volume form of every page S t and α > 0 on the binding B. A contact structure supported by (S, ϕ) is unique up to isotopy due to Giroux [6] .
A closed n-braid L with respect to an abstract open book (S, ϕ) is an oriented link in M (S,ϕ) \ B such that L intersects every page S t positively and transversely at n points. If we want to emphasize the underlying abstract open book L is denoted by the triple ((S, ϕ), L). We will allow L = ∅ the empty braid.
Let P = p(L∩S 0 ). To describe a closed braid with a diffeomorphism we assume that ϕ preserves the set P ;
We may further assume the following stronger condition: We fix a collar neighborhood ν(∂S) of the boundary ∂S and assume that (2.3) ϕ| ν(∂S) = id and P ⊂ ν(∂S).
Clearly (2.3) subsumes (2.2). However, (2.3) is a natural condition because given a closed braid ((S, ϕ), L ) with ϕ| ν(∂S) = id there exists ((S, ϕ), L) that is braid isotopic to ((S, ϕ), L ) and satisfies P ⊂ ν(∂S).
There is a diffeomorphism ϕ L ∈ Diff + (S, P, ∂S) (unique up to isotopy
Both ϕ and ϕ L are in Diff
Indeed, ϕ L may permute the points of P but ϕ fixes P pointwise due to the assumption (2.3). However, since ϕ L and ϕ are isotopic within Diff + (S, ∂S), an isotopy between ϕ L and ϕ gives a page-preserving diffeomorphism between M (S,ϕ L ) and M (S,ϕ) .
Construction of ϕ L from ϕ and L is given in Section 2 of [13] , where only the weaker condition (2.2) is essentially used as mentioned in [13, Remark 2.8]. 
To compare the distinguished monodromies of equivalent closed braids, we use the following: Definition 2.3 (Point-changing isomorphism). Let P, P be finite subsets of S of the same cardinality. A point-changing isomorphism is an isomorphism Θ :
, where θ : (S, P ) → (S, P ) is an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism such that θ| ∂S = id and that θ is isotopic to id S if we forget the marked points of P and P . Theorem 2.4. Let ((S, ϕ), L) and ((S, ϕ ), L ) be equivalent closed braids that satisfy the condition (2.2). Put
in the open book (S, φ), we mean a point-changing isomorphism class of [ϕ L ]. When P = P , a point-changing isomorphism is an inner automorphism of MCG(S, P ). In this sense "up to point-changing isomorphism" can be understood as a generalization of "up to conjugation" to the case where marked points are different.
Definition 2.5 (FDTC and right-veering
). Given ((S, ϕ ), L ) there exists ((S, ϕ), L) that is equiv- alent to ((S, ϕ ), L )
and satisfies the condition (2.2).
• 
Branched coverings of open books
In this section we discuss a branched covering of open books along a closed braids. Note that Casey [2, Theorem 3.4.1] has studied branch coverings of a special case where
Let L be a closed n-braid with respect to an abstract open book (S, ϕ) satisfying the condition (2.3). Put P := p(L∩S 0 ) ⊂ S. Let π : S → S be a branched covering of S branched at the n points P . Throughout the paper, covering spaces are assumed to be connected. We put P := π −1 (P ) and we may denote π : ( S, P ) → (S, P ) abusing the notation. Definition 3.1. We say that an abstract open book ( S, ϕ) is a branched covering of (S, ϕ) along L and denote it by π L : ( S, ϕ) → (S, ϕ), if ϕ( P ) = P and the diagram
In the following, we will usually view ϕ as an element of Diff + ( S, P , ∂ S); hence, [ ϕ] is an element of MCG( S, P ). When we forget the marked points of P and see ϕ as an element of Diff
where f is the forgetful map f : MCG( S, P ) → MCG( S).
In Definition 3.1, π • ϕ = ϕ • π is not required. However, when L = ∅ the branched covering π : ( S, P ) → (S, P ) is a usual covering and we have
where we again abuse the notation π. The pre-image
in the abstract open book ( S, ϕ). We call L the lift of L. We remark that (( S, ϕ), L) may not satisfy the condition (2.3) but it does satisfy (2.2) which is enough to define the distinguished monodromy [ ϕ L ] ∈ MCG( S, P ) and it satisfies
Let (M, ξ) be a contact 3-manifold and T ⊂ (M, ξ) be a transverse link. For any branched covering π : M → M along T , the differential dπ has dim(im dπ) = 1 along the branch locus T := π −1 (T ). This means for any contact structure η on M the pushforward π * (η) cannot be a contact structure on M . However, in [5] Geiges shows that M admits a contact structure ξ whose pushforward outside a neighborhood of T coincides with ξ and moreover T is a transverse link with respect to ξ. Definition 3.2. For the above branched covering π : M → M , we say that ( M , ξ) is a contact branched covering of (M, ξ) along T and denoted by
abusing the notation of π. Such a contact structure ξ is unique up to isotopy [16] .
We say that the branched coverings π L0 and π L1 are equivalent if there exist diffeomorphisms g : (S, P 0 ) → (S, P 1 ) and g : ( S 0 , P 0 ) → ( S 1 , P 1 ) such that g is isotopic to id S if we forgot the marked points P 0 and P 1 and the following diagram commutes:
4. An open book ( S, φ) is a branched covering of (S, φ) along a closed braid L if there exist a closed braid ((S, ϕ), L) that represents L and satisfies (2.2), a branched covering
is a branched covering along L. In this case, we say that the branched covering is represented by π L : ( S, ϕ) → (S, ϕ).
(ii) Moreover, for i = 0, 1 we can take a contact structure
be a contact branched covering along L i such that the pushforward π i * ξ i coincides with ξ (S,(ϕi) L i ) away from the branch locus. With a small perturbation of ξ i near the branch locus if needed, -ξ i is supported by ( S i , ϕ i ); thus we denote ξ i by ξ ( Si, ϕi) ,
-G becomes a contactomorphism, and -the following diagram commutes away from the branch loci.
are related by the point-changing isomorphism
The FDTC, the right-veering property, the Nielsen-Thurston type of L and φ are welldefined for the equivalence class of π L : ( S, ϕ) → (S, ϕ). To show (ii), fix a contact structure ξ (S,(ϕ0) L 0 ) and define
. The rest of the statement follows from (i) and Geiges' construction [5] .
(iii) follows from the commutative diagram (3.1) and (iv) is a consequence of (iii). By Proposition 3.5, the following definition is also well-defined. Definition 3.7. Let ( S, φ) be a branched covering of (S, φ) along a closed braid L = [(S, ϕ), L)]. We say that a branched covering ( S, φ) represents the contact branched covering π : ( M , ξ) → (M, ξ) along T , if the following holds:
The following diagram commutes away from the branch loci:
Formula of FDTC under branched coverings
To state the main result (Theorem 4.2) we define fully ramified branched covers. Definition 4.1. (cf. [20] ) We say that a branched covering π : ( S, P ) → (S, P ) is fully ramified if for every branch point p ∈ P there exists a disk neighborhood N containing p such that the restriction π| N : N → π( N ) is a non-trivial branched covering with the single branch point.
A cyclic branched covering is fully ramified. On the other hand, a simple branched covering, which often appears in the study of 3-manifolds (eg. Hilden-Montesions' theorem [7, 15] ), is not fully ramified unless it is a double branched cover.
The following theorem shows that the FDTC behaves nicely under a fully ramified branched covering map. Theorem 4.2. Assume that a branched covering π : ( S, P ) → (S, P ) is fully ramified and χ( S) < 0. Suppose that ( S, φ) is a branched covering of (S, φ) along L. For a boundary component C of S let C be a connected component of the preimage π −1 (C). Let d(π, C) denote the degree of the covering π| C : C → C. Then we have
The fully ramified condition is used when L is pseudo-Anosov and the hyperbolic condition χ( S) < 0 is needed when L is periodic. More specifically, for pseudo-Anosov case the proof below shows that only the following condition; (4.2) at every point p ∈ P the number of prongs is greater than one; is enough to obtain the equation (4.1), and the fully ramified condition guarantees (4.2).
Proof. Suppose that a closed braid ((S, ϕ), L) represents L and satisfies (2.2). Let ϕ ∈ Diff + ( S, P , ∂ S)
represents φ ∈ MCG( S) so that ( S, ϕ) is a branched covering of (S, ϕ) along L.
Suppose that the distinguished monodromy [ϕ L ] is of pseudo-Anosov. We think P is the set of punctures of the surface S \ P and ϕ L is a diffeomorphism of S \ P . Let (F u , F s ) be a pair of unstable and stable transverse measured foliations for ϕ L and λ > 1 be its dilatation. Every puncture point becomes a singularity of (F u , F s ) with k prongs for some k ≥ 1 (when k = 2 the singularity is just a regular point). Collapsing each boundary component to a point, it yields a k-pronged singularity for some k ≥ 1. Recall that a 1-pronged singularity is allowed only at a puncture or a boundary component.
We see that ϕ ∈ Diff + ( S, P , ∂ S) is a pseudo-Anosov map with transverse measured foliations (π −1 (F u ), π −1 (F s )) with the same dilatation λ. It remains to show the first equality of (4.1). Fix a puncture point p ∈ P . Then p is a kpronged singularity of F s for some k ≥ 1. Then each point p ∈ π −1 (p) is a kd-pronged singularity of π −1 (F s ) for some d. Since d > 1 by the fully ramified assumption on π, each point in P is a singularity of π −1 (F s ) with more than one prong. Therefore, filling all the puncture points of P , the pair (π −1 (F u ), π −1 (F s )) can be regarded as a pair of unstable and stable transverse measured foliations on S for f [ ϕ] = φ ∈ MCG( S). In particular, φ is pseudo-Anosov. We obtain
Next, suppose that [ϕ L ] is periodic. There exists N ∈ Z such that ϕ N L is freely isotopic to id (S,P ) . This means that there exist M ∈ Z and T ∈ MCG(S, P ) which is a product of Dehn twists about boundary components of ∂S \ C such that
Suppose that the covering π :
In the upstair of the covering, this yields
for some product T of Dehn twists about boundary components of ∂S \ C.
Since χ( S) < 0 the space S is not an annulus; thus, for any two distinct boundary components
where f : MCG( S, P ) → MCG( S) denotes the forgetful map. (cf. Remark 4.3 below.) Abusing the notation, we may denote f (T C ) by T C since both are Dehn twists along C. With this observation, filling the puncture points of P we obtain
As for the FDTC, equation (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) give
Finally if [ϕ L ] is reducible then the statement follows from the pseudo-Anosov and periodic cases. As a corollary, we obtain that right-veering property is preserved under fully ramified branched covers.
Corollary 4.4. If π : ( S, P ) → (S, P ) is fully ramified and ( S, φ) is a branched covering of (S, φ) along L, then the following are equivalent:
(1) L is right-veering (with respect to C). (2) φ is right-veering (with respect to C). 
Applications
The FDTC has various applications to 3-manifolds and contact 3-manifolds. In this section we use Theorem 4.2 to study properties of fully ramified branched coverings.
Applications to topology. For a closed braid
With this in mind, we say that L is Seifert-fibered (resp. toroidal, hyperbolic) if M (S,ϕ) \ L is Seifert-fibered (resp. toroidal, hyperbolic).
The next corollary shows that the geometric structure is preserved under taking a branched covering when the FDTC is large compared with the degree of covering.
Proof. We prove the theorem under the assumption (a). Under the assumption (b) a parallel argument holds.
Since |c(φ, L, ∂S)| > d ≥ 1, [12, Theorem 8.4] implies that M (S,ϕ) \ L is Seifert-fibered (resp. toroidal, hyperbolic) if and only if the distinguished monodromy [ϕ L ] is periodic (resp. reducible, pseudo-Anosov).
The proof of Theorem 4.2 shows that if a branch covering is fully ramified and χ( S) < 0 then φ is periodic (resp. reducible, pseudo-Anosov) if and only if [ϕ L ] is periodic (resp. reducible, pseudo-Anosov).
With [12, Theorem 8.3] we conclude that M ( S, φ) is Seifert-fibered (resp. toroidal, hyperbolic).
Here is a slightly different application: non-existence of closed braid representative with large FDTC.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that K is represented by a closed braid
The explicit construction of ( S, φ) is given in [10] , which guarantees that χ( S) < 0 when (k, d) = 1.
Since K is hyperbolic, [12, Theorem 8.4] We first observe that for a pseudo-Anosov braid with large FDTC its branched covering is universally tight. Recall that a transverse link in an overtwisted contact 3-manifold is loose if its complement is overtwisted and is non-loose otherwise. We temporarily forget the marked points P to view ϕ : ( S, P ) → ( S, P ) simply as ϕ : S → S. Since ϕ represents φ, which is non-right-veering, we note that ϕ : S → S is non-right-veering. (In general [ ϕ] ∈ MCG( S, P ) being non-right-veering does not mean f [ ϕ] ∈ MCG( S) being nonright-veering.) Using Honda, Kazez and Matić's construction [8] we can find a sequence of oriented arcs ϕ(α) = α 1 , . . . , α n = α in S starting at the same point on C and satisfying the following:
Here α i ≺ right α i+1 means that the arc α i+1 lies on the right side of α i in a small neighborhood of the starting point and that α i and α i+1 attain the minimum geometric intersection among their isotopy classes in S.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that α i ⊂ S\ P . Then arcs α i and α i+1 , viewed as arcs in S \ P , still attain the minimum geometric intersection among their isotopy classes in S \ P . The existence of such arcs in S \ P shows that the distinguished monodromy [ ϕ L ] = [ ϕ] ∈ MCG( S, P ) of L is not quasi-right-veering. See [13, Section 3] for the definition and basic properties of quasiright-veering. Thanks to [13, Theorem 4 .1] which states that; A transverse link T in a contact 3-manifold (M, ξ) is non-loose if and only if every braid representative of T with respect to every open book decomposition of (M, ξ) is quasi-right-veering, we conclude that L is loose. Definition 5.5. We say that a non-loose transverse link T is virtually loose if its complement is virtually overtwisted, that is, it admits a (non-branched) finite covering which is overtwisted. Otherwise, we say that T is universally non-loose. Since the homomorphism e d : π 1 (S \ P ) → Z/dZ is invariant under the induced map ϕ * : π 1 (S \ P ) → π 1 (S \ P ), the standard d-fold cyclic branched open book covering always exists; for every ϕ : (S, P ) → (S, P ) there is a lift ϕ : ( S, P ) → ( S, P ). 
